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Rebels Prey on Refugees, Use Camps to Strike at Brynanians 
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Brave OPHUG fighters liberating a small village near the St. Catherine River, Beta Province, from Zaharian 
occupation. 
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	 Another victory for the Brynanian people last week as OPHUG fighters liberated yet 
another village from Zaharian occupation. Former inhabitants have been hesitant to return 
to their homes however, for fear of retribution from groups still active to the south. Words 
cannot sufficiently describe the injustices inflicted upon these good people, mostly 
craftsmen, herders and farmers. They were forced to flee their homes under persistent rebel 
attacks, many lost neighbours and relatives. Those who dared return found their homes 
looted and stripped of all valuables, both material and sentimental. Since then the village 
has been used as a staging camp to launch attacks into other free areas. This blatant 
disregard for the lives of innocent Brynanians is but only part of the greater narrative 

however. 


	 Reports have surfaced of rebels infiltrating refugee 
camps, those of the greatest concern being camp 9 and even 
camp 8.  Zaharian recruiters have been attempting to 
radicalized refugees there, using erroneous claims to persuade 
those who will listen and coercion to manipulate those who will 
not. One source from camp 9, who wishes to remain 
anonymous for their safety, told this reporter that recruiters 
have been stealing medical supplies and valuables from the 
refugees and camp stocks to support their militias. The 
anonymous source was hesitant to share any of this 
information with us for fear that the rebels would threaten their 
family if they were noticed speaking on the topic.


	 Recruiting from the camps appear to be successful, as another anonymous source 
has confirmed. The source was able to identify several previous inhabitants of camp 9 on 
an attack by rebel forces on a government checkpoint south of Biku three weeks ago. 
Passing through the checkpoint during the time of the attack, this Biku resident immediately 
recognized some of the attackers while they were rounding up hostages. The source 
managed to slip away without harm, but describes the horror that unfolded there as 
“shameless slaughter”. 


	 Similar activities are suspected to be present in other refugee camps throughout the 
region, with some suggesting that the Ruritanian government may be supplying the 
Zaharian menace through camps 5 and 6. The presence of Ruritanian advisors and forces 
within Brynania does not help to shed any clarity on this possibility but simply adds further 
to the puzzle. The Brynanian people must be vigilant against foreign interference in our 
sovereign territory. Unity, above all else will be required to bring an end to the terror and 
restore freedom and justice to Beta province. 
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“I want to go 
home to my 
family, but it is 
not safe for them 
as long as 
Zaharians 
terrorize our 
country.” 

-ISKRA HARNOTH, OPHUG 
VOLUNTEER
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